Thornton Street Farm by the Numbers - 2021
7th - Year of farming
The call to start farming the land was a way to literally
put a stake in the ground and ensure community members were
benefiting from this plot, keep it in green space and protect it
from being developed into housing. Haley House was invited by
Hawthorne Youth & Community Center (HYCC) and neighbors to
partner in this effort in 2015, brought on a full time Farm
Manager in 2018, and the farm continues to grow and evolve!

14 - New rows of soil mounds in production
As the farm’s original raised beds (made with lumber and
hardware that inherently is more energy and cost-intensive) were
breaking down, we decided in 2021 to replace them with these rich soil mounds. With many hard-working young hands
from an eager YouthBuild Boston cohort, we were able to take down the 48 rotting raised beds, utilize that
breaking-down wood as a base, add additional wood material from around the site and create 14 new soil mound rows.
We took this as an opportunity to reset the main production block with more efficient path sizes and overall layout.

1 - Brand new greenhouse
In 2021 we installed a small greenhouse, which supports production capacity in a few ways – we were able to
‘harden off’ seedlings grown in the community greenhouse (the process of slowly acclimating seedlings from a warm
controlled environment of a greenhouse into the earth) and create space for drying herbs, curing squash, curing garlic,
drying peppers, and more!

512 - Bags of produce distributed through the
Highland Park Senior Produce Program
We received so much positive feedback in 2020
about the impacts of this program, that with the pandemic
still raging, we decided to continue this program in 2021.
Thousands of pounds of food grown on less than an acre
made their way into brown paper bags and into dozens of
kitchens throughout summer and into fall. The six amazing
teen leaders who had sought out work on the farm in the
spring participated in every step of the process - outreach,
flyering, organizing, crop care, harvesting, washing, packing,
and delivering. Every week, during our grocery runs, several
of the seniors would be waiting to make sure they didn’t
miss an opportunity to thank the teen dropping off their
delivery. We got phone calls asking, “What in the world is this herb you sent me?” and neighbors shared recipes using
the produce we had dropped at their doors.

25 - % of produce distributed to neighborhood schools & community partners
Over 1/4 of the produce grown was distributed to our hyper local community, including the kitchen at our
partner school Paige Academy, visitors from healing groups, and community members in need of fresh produce. Fresh
food was picked, tasted, and brought home by neighbors, some of whom were already deeply connected and involved in
the farm before and some brand new!

8 & 7 - Teen & Junior Farmers working at the farm
From May to October, we worked intensively with eight teenagers
and seven 8-12 year olds in a newly launched ‘Junior Farmer’ program. These
Junior Farmers included younger siblings of teen farmers and other eager kids
that looked up to the work of the teens and asked ‘can I have a job too?!’
Although we couldn’t put them on the payroll, we were so excited to invite
them into our daily operations and they truly rose to the occasion. These
teens and younger kids did not go through a laborious application process each and every one of them approached us with a heartfelt desire to be
involved. They brought a unique perspective on how they wanted to be
involved, but also came with a wide-open willingness to help wherever
needed. At our 2nd annual Summer Showcase, we were able to welcome
almost a hundred people to learn from the proud young farmers. Many of
our senior produce recipients attended, as well as community gardeners,
friends and family of the teens, neighbors new and old; it was truly the most
celebratory and lively day at the farm this season.

12 - Free, family-friendly activity days
These activity days provided materials, instruction and a mix of guest
and/or teen instructors for garden-related projects and education including
herbal medicine, natural tie-dyes, seed-art, salad-making classes, flower
crown-making, pumpkin-painting, seed planting, art-journaling and more.
The events were open to the public, although mostly attracted Highland Park
residents and proved to be a community meet-up spot for many families.
Although we hosted an hour-long workshop, we often had kids, teens and
families stay for hours on end, enjoying lunches with Chef Fulani’s Kitchen,
working extensively on art projects and having the freedom to run around
and through all the farm paths. This casual, but structured program, received
tons of positive feedback, creating the opportunity that people were craving an outdoor, safe, family-friendly, free and educational community hub.

2022 - Our next great farming season!
The farm runs on the big hearts and hard-working hands of many people. Please stop by as we begin the next
season and reach out to Anna with any questions, thoughts, and feedback. Email farm@haleyhouse.org and/or call
617-236-8132, Ext. 47 anytime!

